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Overview
ENCOURAGEMENT
Welcome to TrueSuccess®,
We are excited to share an overview of another TrueSuccess® behavior skill unit with you
and your kids to help them experience success in school, work and life. To learn more about
TrueSuccess, check out the website: www.TrueSuccessTools.org.
For ways to interact with your kids, see below: INQUIRE

Encouragement: Behavior Strength of the Month
INQUIRE How would you describe the meaning of the theme?
Theme
Encouragement strengthens hope.TM

Object Lesson

INQUIRE

How would you describe the object lesson in your own words?

Encouragement is like a rope with many strands.TM
Just as many strands of a rope give strength
and confidence, many encouraging words
give hope and confidence.TM

Robbie
the
ropeTM

AIMMTM Goals

INQUIRE How is it going for you in trying to be encouraging?
At school: Tell a classmate “good job” when you see them giving good effort.
At home: Encourage a family member with positive words or actions.

Lifestory Summary

INQUIRE

How would you summarize the TrueSuccess lifestory?

Growing up, Inky Johnson’s life was football, and he was going to the NFL one day! He was
on his way when he got drafted. Then, one tackle changed everything! His dream was lost in
an instant when he got injured! But Inky wouldn’t change an. He says the encouragement
his life has been to others is far better than the life he could have had in the NFL.

Story Link

RECOMMENDED to preview video before sharing with kids.
https://youtu.be/no7UnyfIhSw
INQUIRE

What do you think about the video? How did the video show courage?

INQUIRE Has TrueSuccess impacted you? If so, how?
Celebrate Impact
Share the impact that you have seen or heard so we can encourage each other!
Email comments and stories to: info@TrueSuccessTools.org.
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